Instructions for a Family Garden

**MATERIALS**
- Fabric scraps or construction paper in bright colors
- Scissors
- Seven craft sticks per participant
- Green pipe cleaners
- Glue
- One large cardboard box

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Cut out a few flower **petal cardboard templates** for participants to trace and cut.

2. Write the **name of a family member** you care about on each flower.

3. Line up **five craft sticks** (Popsicle sticks) side by side. They should be spaced so that one craft stick horizontally stretches across all five.
   Glue one stick an inch from the top and one an inch from the bottom. Let the glue dry and then paint fence white.

4. Cut **green pipe cleaners** into six different lengths to form the stems of the flowers. Glue the stems to the fence.

5. **Glue a flower** to the top of each pipe cleaner’s stem.

6. Help each participant **glue** their flower fences around the outside of a large cardboard box. **OPTIONAL:** Cover the box with **solid-colored wrapping paper to make it look more attractive.**